Root Mean Square Deviation
The all atom RMSD of the WT, E200K and E219K has been calculated using gromacs tools. 
Radius of Gyration (RGY)
The radius of gyration gives an idea about compactness of the structure. From Figure 
Hydrogen Bonds
In order to maintain the stability of protein, various interactions plays important role among this hydrogen bond plays an important role in folding of α-helices and β-sheets. Hydrogen bond plays important role in maintaining local stability of protein hence hydrogen bonds were calculated and were classified into three types Mainchain-Mainchain (MS-MS), Mainchain-Sidechain (MS-SC),
Sidechain-Sidechain (SC-SC). Figure S7 shows total number of hydrogen in the protein. Figure   S7A shows hydrogen bond interaction in the entire protein in all three variants. From figure it is clear that number of hydrogen bond were least in E200K mutant. It has been observed that MC-MC hydrogen bonds were affected mainly in case of E200K mutant ( figure S7B ). The number of MC-MC hydrogen bond tends to decrease during course of simulation for E200K mutant as compared to wild type and E219K. In wild type and E219K mutant MC-SC hydrogen bond tend to remain stable throughout simulation ( figure S7B ). The MS-SC hydrogen bonds were not affected in all the three variants ( figure S7C ). The SC-SC hydrogen bond also tends to decrease for E200K mutant as compared to wild type and E219K ( figure S7D ). From this observation it can be concluded that secondary structure element were destabilize majorly in E200K relative to wild type and E219K. 
